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The “I” Statement 
 
"I" Statements are special ways of stating how we personally respond to a 
situation. They  help us to communicate assertively and  enable us to express 
our wants, needs and feelings in a non-threatening way 
 
"I" Statements are structured in a certain way:- 
 
When ......................................…............................. (the action) 
 

I feel  ........................................................................ (the response) 
 
Because .................................................................... (the reason) 
 
And what I would like is .............................................. (the preferred   

outcome) 
 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION ON "I" STATEMENTS 
 

 An "I" statement is an opener not a resolver. 
 

 They might not seem effective because you are not asking the other person 
to change - even though that's probably what you want them to do! 

 
 There is a fine line between an assertive statement and an attempt to 

impose your values on another person. 
 

 You learn a lot about yourself in framing an "I" statement. 
 
 If someone is obstinate, the "I" statement points out the consequences. 
 

"This matters so much that I have a problem with  continuing the  
relationship if  things don’t change." 

 

 You can use the "I" statement to defend your rights. 
 

 You can use the "I" statement to reveal your view. 
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I-Statements 

Accepting responsibility for your feelings is one of the most important communication 
skills you can acquire.  A good rule of thumb is: "If you have a problem, make an I-
Statement.  Instead, we tend to express feelings and opinions without assuming 
responsibility for them.  We tend to hide behind blaming others for making us feel the 
way we do, claiming "it” is responsible, or claiming "we” all feel this way. 

It is important to be aware that personal opinions sound like facts when one uses a 
form of "am" or "is," such as "you are...," "I am...," "it is..." and so on.  Furthermore, in 
addition to sounding factual, such statements imply the whole person is a certain 
way and will be forever. Example: "You are selfish" is a pronouncement which 
implies that there are no unselfish traits anywhere in the person's personality--and 
that the entire person will stay that way forever.  This is probably untrue; it is an over-
generalization.  It would be much more accurate and effective to say, "I resent it 
when you make plans for the entire family without asking what the rest of us want to 
do."  

I-Statements consist of a description of how you feel, an indication of the conditions 
under which you feel that way, and why those conditions cause your emotions.  I-

Statements take this form: "I feel… (State your emotion) when you….(describe 

their behavior or under what conditions you feel this way) because… (explain why 

their behavior or the conditions cause you to feel this way). 

Clearly, giving an I-Statement is more constructive than commanding, threatening, 
moralizing, judging, ultimatums, mind-reading or other behaviors that create 
defensiveness.  However, this is not an easy concept to grasp.  The pronoun "you" is 
used all the time and many uses are not bad.  The problem is we often state 
personal opinions as facts and over-generalizations are implied by forms of the verb 
"to be," like "are," "is," "am" and so on.   

Read the You-Statements below to become aware of the ways we use "you." 

               1.                           Blaming: "You make me so mad." 

               2.                           Judging or labeling: "You are an inconsiderate, arrogant creep." 

               3.                           Accusing: "You don't give a damn about me!"  

               4.                           Ordering: "You shut up!" 

               5.                           Questioning: "Are you always this flirtatious?" 

               6.                           Arguing: "You don't know what you are talking about." 

               7.                           Sarcasm: "Of course, you are an expert!" 

               8.                           Approving: "You are wonderful." "You are attractive."  

               9.                           Disapproval: "You are terrible." 

           10.                           Threatening: "You had better..." 

           11.                           Moralizing: "You ought to ..." 

           12.                           Treating: "You need to rest and..." 

           13.                           Supporting: "It will get better." 

 14.                           Analyzing: "You can't stand to leave your mother!" 
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